Sugar in Your Ears

Reader
And Our Next Pretty Lady Is...
By Matthew Lickona

There are so many beautiful people in
San Diego. People just do not realize
it. It's totally unappetizing.
— San Diego, mobile agent director

Fashion magazine pretty pages
are all a bit of a pretension. It's a
little far from the reality of
what it means to really be
pretty. It's just a way to
show off what you think is
pretty.

Andrea Jenkins, mobile agent director

We are going to flash a picture of
the pretty lady in the magazine.

Queen of Surrogates
By Bill Manson

Will Halm spreads his hand over the
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**Queen of Surrogates**

By Bill Homan

WILL HAMM SPOKE TO THE WORLD about the topic of surrogacy and the legal and ethical implications of it. His speech was titled "Queen of Surrogates" and was presented at a conference for professionals in the field. Hamm discussed the history of surrogacy and its legal status in various countries. He highlighted the difficulties faced by surrogates and the challenges they face in maintaining their health and well-being. Hamm emphasized the importance of legal protection for surrogates and the need for better regulation in the field. He concluded his speech by calling for a more comprehensive approach to address the surrogacy issue.
Fifth Anniversary Sale
July 1-31
We want to Thank You for
5 PHENOMENAL YEARS
with our month-long
Fifth Anniversary Sale
Metropolis brings you style...
you add the color
Very small... Very light... Very digital
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We Love
Our Country,
But We Hate
Each Other
It all started because of a huge dust storm and a dinner date with Tstrings Bergman. By the time it was over, I had played myself out of a month's pay, a group of San Diego physicians, dentists, optometrists, pharmacists, nurses, medical technicians, and pilots had formed a loose association that would become the Flying Samaritans.

For 37 years, the Samaritans have delivered monthly medical and dental services to villages in rural California with voluntary labor, private funding, and donated supplies. The day the Samaritans idea was in motion, Ahren Mellett (Mr. S.T) was the control of six benches, a busload of food, and a rack of mail.

As in all storms, in 1968, a high wind blew the mail. A sandstorm, Ingred Bergman, and the flying samaritans.
Confused?
CALL US!
WE'VE GOT WHAT YOU WANT AT THE BEST PRICE!

PCS, DIGITAL, ANALOG, CELLULAR...

QUALCOMM Dual Mode Digital/Analog ONLY
ON SALE NOW! $25

Motorola StarTAC "Worth the Wait"
WANT IT FAST? IT'S SIMPLE.
CALL US & FIND OUT NOW!

FREE 1 Month Free
FREE PREPAID PHONE
$20

FREE PAGERS with activation

SIMPLE RATE PLANS
All Offers Include DINNER for 2 at TONY ROMA'S

San Diego's Largest Selection of Phones & Pagers

Allstate Cellular
San Diego's #1 Wireless Dealer

Summer Sizzler!
Hang out at InfoPlanet for the hottest phones at the coolest prices in the galaxy!

Sizzlin' Special
Choose one of these Hot phones for just $20!

Motorola Startac 6000
Whitney Tate
£10.00

Ericsson 778
In Style
£10.00

Sony RX100
Ultra Slim & lightweight
£10.00

T-Mobile
£10.00

Call for details and don't forget the summer fashions!
You're So Nice, So Handsome, It's Too Bad You Can't Walk Because Then You Would Be My Boyfriend

Pakoa Williwodnewe, and two children, Doug and Shonda. With each other, Pakoa says, "We live a happy life. We have love. We have a home. We have a car. We have freedom."

George showed up at a couple of dances in his wheelchair. I knew I had to get out there and meet girls.

PUT SOME FREEDOM INTO YOUR HIV MEDICATION SCHEDULE

ZERIT is approved for the treatment of HIV-infected persons who have already received potentiated AZT therapy. However, ZERIT may still develop interactions or other conditions associated with HIV. For more about HIV, please visit the following websites:

ASK YOUR DOCTOR ABOUT ZERIT. A testimony to the power of AZT.

ALSO KNOWN AS D4T.
We Want Your Business

Pure Digital PCS Service
$5.95
per mo.

Digital PCS Phone FREE**
With Trade-In

- FREE ROAMING in Nevada & California
- FREE Incoming Minute on Every Call
- FREE WEEKENDS Available on Some Rate Plans
- FREE Caller ID
- FREE Built-In Pager & Answering Machine, All In One
- Digitally Encrypted For Privacy & Cloning Prevention

Available Exclusively from
PACIFIC CELLULAR

Limited Time Offer - Bring In This Ad
(818) 715-TALK (8255)

PACIFIC CELLULAR
7878 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.

“I have found the Job Giant to be the best advertising value of any publication in San Diego. It has outperformed the Union-Tribune 4 to 1 in getting my phone to ring with qualified people. And the best part is it costs half as much. That’s 4 times the value for my advertising dollar. Thank you, Job Giant!”

Calvin Lake, Horizon Valley Farm

For advertising information or distribution locations, call the Reader at 619-235-8200. Job Giant ads are on the Internet at www.sdreader.com
SUGAR IN YOUR EARS

That day, the notion of corn as buttering with vitality that one could hear in getting taller did seem remote, even laughable. Overhead a leader as sagged, menacing. A chill breeze slashed across the fields. The tallest corn anywhere on the China property barely cleared two feet, and it was growing at a slower rate than almost any other corn crop in the China family's history on this property.

There was a time I might have assumed that the growth rate of their corn crop wouldn't matter much to the Chinese. I thought of corn, then, as a productive vegetable, one of those least likely to turn up in the kitchens of great restaurants or the columns of food critics. But renowned chefs make pilgrimages to the Kunde Safa Fuy property. Influential writers such as Ruth Reichl of the New York Times and Jeffrey Steingarten (The Man Who Ate Everything) have raved about the produce there. In 1992, a lengthy New Yorker magazine profile of the China operation detailed some of the elements that explain this success. Among them is a willingness to produce such crops as more diastrawberries, tomatos, black stuffing beans, purple Chinese long beans, and more.

In the centered image, where beans are...
Looking for that "peaches & cream" complexion?

By Dr. Howard F. Schiller, M.D.

Looking for that "peaches & cream" complexion? Don't let a few small imperfections detract from your beauty. Dr. Schiller offers a variety of treatments to help achieve a smooth, even skin tone.

- Laser Surgery: We use the latest in non-invasive CO2 laser technology to treat scars, wrinkles, and skin disorders. We also offer fractional CO2 for a more targeted approach.
- Hair removal: Our advanced laser technology is painless and effective for permanent hair removal.
- Skin toning: Focus on the areas that need it most, such as the neck, chest, and underarms.

Contact us for a consultation at 866.715.5319.

Aesthetic Medical & Surgical Concepts
1000 Tressle Rd.
Columbia, SC 29063
803.765.1999
www.amscsc.com

We're Good in Beds

We carry a wide selection of mattresses from top brands like Serta, Simmons, and More Universe. Visit us today to find the perfect bed for your needs.

Summer Special: Save 15% on all mattresses. Call or visit our showroom to take advantage of this offer.

Manchester Bed $125

ERUMBIA SKIN CARE

For a free consultation, contact Melvin L. Mayer, M.D.

Cosmetic Surgical Arts
4025 Goldfinch
Rochester, MI 48309
313.964.5400
www.cosmeticsurgicalarts.com

Complexion Imperfection

Cosmetic Surgical Arts offers a variety of services to help improve your skin.

- Laser therapy: Reduce redness, scars, and pigmentation with laser treatments.
- Chemical peels: Exfoliate and brighten your skin with a chemical peel.
- Microdermabrasion: Exfoliate and improve skin texture with this gentle exfoliation technique.

Contact us for a consultation today.

Aesthetic Medical & Surgical Concepts
1-888-431-9013
Get the credit you deserve!
soft contacts

Includes Exam & Follow-up

- 2 pair $81 complete

DR. PHILLIP LEVY, O.D.
7630 W. Baltimore Drive • La Mesa
1-800-555-3939

ANNOUNCING THE GRAND OPENING OF OUR NEW OPTICAL SHOWROOM

SINGLAS CITY
San Diego’s First & Finest Sunglass Store Since 1978

1479 ELMONT, PACIFIC BEACH
(619) 272-6041

FREE GIFT WITH PURCHASE • MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

LASER WHITENED TEETH IN 2 HOURS

The most advanced whitening technique available. Removes the toughest stains, including tetracycline stains.

1-800-86-REGENCY

Our office has recently been featured on CBS, ABC, and in the San Diego Union Tribune.

Consider Plastic Surgery?

Imagine the
Innovation of Art,
Science & You!

- Before and after photos
- Brochures
- Questions to ask your doctor
- Physician referral
- Information on financing

For A FREE Personalized Plastic Surgery Facts Folder call 800-793-3223

BALDING

Hair transplantation is the naturally undetectable and permanent solution.

Specializing in micro- and micro-grafting of the hair follicles.

As low as $52 per graft through August!

Get a Leg Up on Summer!

Summer is just around the corner. And you can have smooth, sexy legs from your ankles to bikini line with laser hair removal. It’s a safe, fast, gentle and long-lasting way to remove unwanted hair.

LASERWhitened Teeth

The most advanced whitening technique available. Removes the toughest stains, including tetracycline stains.

1-800-86-REGENCY

Our office has recently been featured on CBS, ABC, and in the San Diego Union Tribune.

Crazy Sale!

We must be crazy sale!

For any complete pair of eyeglasses
50% off a second complete pair
with any new prescription

FREE Scrub Cuff, Tint & UV on all 1 frames
$90 Off All Designer Frames

EYEGLASS WEBSITE

1193 Ramez Rd — 775-4844

LASER WhitenTeeth

1193 Ramez Rd — 775-4844

1-800-86-REGENCY

Our office has recently been featured on CBS, ABC, and in the San Diego Union Tribune.

Crazy sale!

We must be crazy sale!

For any complete pair of eyeglasses
50% off a second complete pair
with any new prescription

FREE Scrub Cuff, Tint & UV on all 1 frames
$90 Off All Designer Frames

EYEGLASS WEBSITE

1193 Ramez Rd — 775-4844

LASER WhitenTeeth

1193 Ramez Rd — 775-4844

1-800-86-REGENCY
OUTDOORS

The Full Moon concert will be held at the Walla Walla County Fairgrounds in Wauna on Monday, July 17th at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10 for adults and $5 for children under 12. The event features live music by various local bands, as well as food and beverage vendors. The park will be open for picnicking and there will be a fireworks show after the concert. Contact the Walla Walla County Fairgrounds at 541-352-0105 for more information.

Pets allowed at the concert. No glass containers are allowed on site. 

Tropical Matt is a top seller of fake plants and flowers. He is in town for the first time in Walla Walla. Matt is at the Wild West Expo Center every Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. Tropical Matt is in the Expo Center from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tropical Matt is also a great source for wedding supplies.

Lego Monsters, located at 300 Main Street in Walla Walla, is the starting point for a new Lego art exhibit. The exhibit features Lego sculptures created by local artists. The show runs from July 15th to August 5th. Stop by Lego Monsters to see the art on display or to purchase your own Lego masterpieces.

House of Comics, located at 101 N. Main Street in Walla Walla, is celebrating its 2nd anniversary this Saturday, August 1st. The shop will be open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and will have a special sale on all comics purchased. Stop by to check out the latest issues and pick up some comics to take home.

WIN Mustangs on Mondays!

1 of these 10 keys can win you a Mustang.

Win a Mustang this Monday, or $50 in cash! It's California Cruisin' in July at Sycom. 10 car keys are hanging from a tree at Sycom, and only one key will start the Mustang. If you win the key, the car is yours! You earn chances for our 10 drawings each Monday night beginning at 7:30 p.m. by playing any game in the casino. So go "California Cruisin'" - on Sycom - this July.

California Cruisin'
Mondays at Sycom on July 6, 13, 20, 27
Located 30 minutes from downtown San Diego at 1444 Del Mar Road in El Cajon
www.sycom.com - 909-747-1796 - 877-455-0930
Must be 19 years or older to play. No purchase necessary. Must be present to win.

Surgeon General’s Warning: Smoking By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.
A Pianist for Almost All Seasons

If every pianist were as sound as Alfred Brendel, there would never be a bad performance of anything in the literature.

That Alfred Brendel is one of the most contemporary pianists is something everyone knows. He is one of the most respected and admired musicians of our time. He is a pianist who has an innate understanding of the music he plays, and who is able to bring out the essence of the composition. His playing is characterized by a sense of rhythm, phrasing, and nuance, which is truly remarkable.

Brendel is a master of the Romantic repertoire, but he is also capable of playing contemporary music. His interpretations are always fresh and original, and he is able to bring out the most subtle nuances of a piece. His playing is always characterized by a sense of drama, and he is able to create a powerful sense of tension and release.

Brendel is a true artist, and his playing is always a pleasure to hear. His interpretations are always fresh and original, and he is able to bring out the most subtle nuances of a piece. His playing is always characterized by a sense of drama, and he is able to create a powerful sense of tension and release.

Brendel is a true artist, and his playing is always a pleasure to hear. His interpretations are always fresh and original, and he is able to bring out the most subtle nuances of a piece. His playing is always characterized by a sense of drama, and he is able to create a powerful sense of tension and release.
Theater Listing:

Godspell

The New and Revised 1980 Revival
Thisｶadapted-and-stirring Broadway
rock musical is back and better than ever.
You've never seen it before.

Godspell features some of the best voices
of today's pop, rock and blues around.

Let this ensemble take you to a place
where the fun is the fuel.

Featuring new renditions of "Day by Day,"
"By My Side," and "Light of the World.

Godspell! Hit's like a runaway comet.

Godspell is an exclusive engagement
now playing at the La Jolla Playhouse.

The Captain's Tiger

At the Cafe Noir

Saturday, Aug 12

A Memoir for the Signs

by Athol Fugard

At the La Jolla Playhouse

See It Now, So You Can See It Again!

Old Globe

NOW PLAYING -- CALL NOW!

1998 SEASON SPONSORS

239-2255

Old Globe

SUMMER NIGHTS LIKE YOU'VE NEVER SEEN!

A ROMANTIC GAME OF HIDE & SEEK
filled with MISTAKEN IDENTITY, attempted
MURDER and CROSS-DRESSING -- LOVE
is found, LOST, disguised and REDISCOVERED.

The Globe welcomes internationally acclaimed actor Stephen Webber.

As You Like It

by William Shakespeare

The Globe welcomes internationally acclaimed actor Stephen Webber.

NOW PLAYING -- CALL NOW!

239-2255
Don't Let Satan Play with Your Mind
When I ask what she remembers about Africa, she repeats four times that her mother and father died.

The little girl who was speaking walked back to her place in the Mirada Children's Choir.

Sylvia's mother, the director of the choir, had been singing about the power of music to lift the spirits. She knew how difficult it was for the children to lose their parents, but she believed that music was a tool for healing.

As she sang, the children closed their eyes, lost in the magic of the music. They were transported to a world where their problems didn't exist, where they could feel the love and care of their parents once more.

Music is a universal language, transcending all boundaries. It has the power to heal, to console, and to bring people together.

In the end, the children's voices blended into a beautiful harmony, a testament to the strength of the human spirit and the enduring power of music.
The Blurt File

Calendar Scene

TIM'S News* 96 Show

with special guest

Steve Wariner

Friday, September 11, 7:30 pm
San Diego Sports Arena

Tickets available at Arena Box Office and all Ticketmaster locations. For information: 619-239-4176.

Tickets starting at $20

Marl's Martini. Stop by for a Martini! And try our 
Mint Julep, the best we've ever tasted. We'll have a 
variety of desserts and appetizers to keep you going.

McGraw on Tour Everywhere

Enthusiasts ENTHUSIASTS ENTHUSIASTS

on Sale Saturday, July 11
12 Noon

Bud Light

Back Stage Bar

on Sale Saturday, July 11
12 Noon

Tim McGraw

on Tour Everywhere
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MONDAY</td>
<td>The Banana Peels at 8PM, Peaches at 10PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUESDAY</td>
<td>54-40 at 8PM, Mud at 10PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEDNESDAY</td>
<td>Monsters at 8PM, Dickies at 10PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURSDAY</td>
<td>9 to 5 at 8PM, Dils at 10PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRIDAY</td>
<td>Miraco at 8PM, The Knack at 10PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATURDAY</td>
<td>The Normal at 8PM, The Fabulous String Band at 10PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNDAY</td>
<td>The Plasmatics at 8PM, The Cure at 10PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPAIN NIGHTLIFE**

**Downtown in the Gaslamp**

- Club Brazil
- Got Spain? Dinner Show
- Authentic Flamenco Dinner Show
- Sangarita

**NOTICE**

Consuming Alcohol During Pregnancy May Result in Fetal Injury, Premature Birth, and Low Birth Weight.
CONCERT SOUNDBOARD


FREE LINE
814-233-9717

IRON MAIDEN
DIO, DIRTY DEeds & CAGE
SATURDAY JULY 18
YES
ALAN PARSONS LIVE PROJECT
WEDNESDAY JULY 22
ZIGGY MARLEY
& THE MELODY MAKERS
SATURDAY JULY 25
BUDDY GUY
JONNY LANG
BIG HEAD TEDD & THE MONSTERS
FRIDAY AUGUST 21
STEVE MILLER BAND
BIG BAD VOODOO DADDY
SUNDAY AUGUST 23
JOE COCKER
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 24

Open Air Theatre
SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
1998 SEASON

BRIAN McKnight
AUGUST 8
TRICKY
AUGUST 14
JAGUARES
AUGUST 21

CANDLEBOX
SPECIAL GUEST FEDER
WEDNESDAY JULY 22

ALL SHOWS ARE ON SALE NOW!

Produced by Bill Silva Presents
619-220-7111

Produced by Bill Silva Presents
MUSIC TRADER PAYS THE MOST CASH FOR CDs, TAPES, VIDEOS, LASER DISCS AND VIDEO GAMES

MUSIC TRADER HAS 15 STORES AND A MILLION CDs!

FREE!
Trade in 2 CDs, get 1 free CD, on approval. No limit. Used CDs.

1 MILLION
USED CDs
$8.99 EACH!
Great prices on new CDs, too!

MUSIC TRADER NOW HAS 15 STORES! *ALL STORES OPEN EVERY DAY! 10AM-9PM*

MUSIC TRADER
The Coolest Used CD Store in the Planet!

Hey, Music Trader! Where'd you hide your movies and cassettes?

GRAND OPENING!
MOVIE TRADER
25,000 movies
$9" each
or 3 for $45

Plus 100,000 cassettes for $3.99 each or 3 for $10

CHECK OUT OUR GREAT PRICES ON VIDEO GAMES!

MOVIE TRADER
1225 GARNET AVE. IN PACIFIC BEACH • 272-2231

PHISH

THURSDAY NIGHT
TREMORS
T.O.S.B.
NO COVER
8pm til Close

SCHOONERS
BAR & GRILL
959 Mission Ave BY "PACIFIC BEACH"
(619) 272-2780

CLUB 959 THURSDAYS
$2 DRINKS
NO COVER
THE DOLLHOUSE
EVEN SATURDAY NIGHTS
KARAOKE NITES
FIVE FINGERS OF FUNK

BAD JACKS
310 Garnet Ave., Pacific Beach
(619) 453-2646
THREE MARTINIS SPECIALS
ITEM 35 OR MORE

JULY 20 | "STORMING THE COAST" SERIES | 8PM & 10:30PM | $14.50 | www.phish.com

"A temple of fire! A sacred ritual, a spiritual journey!"
TRIPPING DAISY
Texas Little Like Tha Ation

In stores July T
13.99 CD

THE NEWEST, HOOPEST JAZZ JOINT DOWNTOWN
TUESDAY JUN 7
JUKE JOINT JAM SESSION
FROM JUNE 10
DAN PAPAILA
SUNDAY, JULY 11
EARL THOMAS
SUNDAY, JULY 25
REGGIE SMITH
SUNDAY, JULY 25
HAPPY HOUR PRICES TIL 7 PM

JUKE JOINT CAFE
397 4th Avenue, Downtown
(619) 234-5001
www.jpep.org/dco.com

Swingin' Saturdays
Tio Leo's • Del Mar
Saturday: July 11
Swing Dance Lessons: 7 pm
The Rockin' Aces: 9 pm

July 18: Big Daddy & the Money-makers
July 25: Swingin' Kings
August 1: Cory & Bico
August 8: Billy Watson

Drink Specials

Also Available:

Pizza Margherita: $2.99
Pepperoni Pizza: $3.50
Broccoli Rabe: $1.99
Roasted Turkey & Swiss: $4.99
Roasted Turkey & Bacon: $4.99
Roasted Turkey & Swiss: $4.99

Tower Records
Tower Records Video Books
www.towerrecords.com
CANNIBAL BAR

TODAY, JULY 10

BIG TIME OPERATOR

THE STUPID DOOMED

MUSIC OF STEEL DAN

CATAMARAN RESORT & HOTEL

GENE LOVES JEZEBEL

ROCKOLA

GREYBOY ALLSTARS

A TRIBUTE TO THE

FALLING WIDOWS

THURSDAY, JULY 13

TROOPS OF DOOM

COREY GLOVER

IMPUDENT SEA SNAKES

ITALIAN DREAM TEAM

GIRLS AGAINST BOYS

KING OF SLEAZE

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8

THURSDAY, AUGUST 13

FRIDAY, AUGUST 14

SATURDAY, AUGUST 15

THURSDAY, AUGUST 20

FRIDAY, AUGUST 21

SATURDAY, AUGUST 22

THURSDAY, AUGUST 27

FRIDAY, AUGUST 28

SATURDAY, AUGUST 29

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 2

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 3

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 4

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 17

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 24

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 25

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 26

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 1

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 7

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 14

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 15

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 16

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 21

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 22

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 23

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 28

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 29

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 30
Powder Puff

Every now and again the mood will shift to Instant Sentiment or Instant Inspiration.

On their first novel for Columbia, the usual four-person genre-formula generally assumes that a movie is no more than a collection of incidents, each of which has been randomly selected and arranged to fit the plot. But when the incidental elements are so closely related to the plot, it becomes necessary to create a structure that is as complex as the plot itself. This is what has happened here. It is a story of a couple who are trying to...
**Movies**

**Went Down**

A film about the life of a young woman who is forced to make a difficult decision about her future. Directed by John Smith, the film stars Emily Thompson and features a talented cast.

**Smoke Signals**

A warm and compelling drama set in the Pacific Northwest, following the stories of two rural Native American young men who set out on a road trip to escape their reservation.

**Enchanting!**

"Madeline is Divine. A Charming Heartwarming Gift. If You Loved the Books, You'll Love the Movie! Fast Paced, Funny, and Fun!"

**Calendar**

**Wrinkle-Comes with Wrinkles, Fat-Piggybacks, and a Splendid Screenplay**

One of the Best Films of the Year!

Two Big Thumbs Up!

**Now Showing**

**Calendar**
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**The Big One**

A quirky, heartwarming tale about a man who discovers a unique way to deal with his problems.
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AMERICA'S "1 MOVIE
ARMAGEDDON

STARS :MATT DAMON, DIANE LANE, RAMON MERINO, JESSICA TILDEN, LARRY WILCOX, ANDI MARIE NOVAK
DIRECTED BY: ROBERT ZEMECKIS
WRITTEN BY: RICK BRIAND, ROBERT ZEMECKIS, JERRY BROOKS
CINEMATOGRAPHY: ROBERT KAMINSKI
EDITOR: ROBERT L. REESE
PRODUCERS: ROBERT ZEMECKIS, GUEST LEE, MICK TOLWKO

LETHAL WEAPON

STARRING : MEL GIBSON, TOMMY LEE JONES, ELISABETH SHUE, GREGORY PECK, ENRIQUE IGLESIAS
DIRECTED BY:stry KENNEDY
WRITTEN BY: WILL GIBSON, ROBERT ZEMECKIS
CINEMATOGRAPHY: RICHARD ALAN BROWN
EDITOR: ERIK INGEGNE
PRODUCERS: ROBERT ZEMECKIS, GUEST LEE, MICK TOLWKO
LETHAL WEAPON IS AN ACTION ADVENTURE FILM THAT CENTERS AROUND A REFORMED CRIMINAL WHO BECOMES A POLICE OFFICER IN THE NUCLEAR SCHOOL OF HONOR. THE MOVIE IS PACKED WITH ACTION, THRILLS, AND A FANTASTIC CAST OF CHARACTERS. LETHAL WEAPON IS A MUST-SEE FOR ALL AGE GROUPS. THE MOVIE IS AVAILABLE ON DVD AND Blu-ray.

THE FIREWORKS ARE NOT OVER.

STARRING : MEL GIBSON, DANNY GLOVER, JOE PESCI, RENE RUSSO, RANK ROOK
DIRECTED BY: GUEST LEE
WRITTEN BY: MEL GIBSON, ROBERT ZEMECKIS
CINEMATOGRAPHY: RICHARD ALAN BROWN
EDITOR: ERIK INGEGNE
PRODUCERS: ROBERT ZEMECKIS, GUEST LEE, MICK TOLWKO
THE FIREWORKS ARE NOT OVER IS AN ACTION ADVENTURE FILM THAT CENTERS AROUND A REFORMED CRIMINAL WHO BECOMES A POLICE OFFICER IN THE NUCLEAR SCHOOL OF HONOR. THE MOVIE IS PACKED WITH ACTION, THRILLS, AND A FANTASTIC CAST OF CHARACTERS. LETHAL WEAPON IS A MUST-SEE FOR ALL AGE GROUPS. THE MOVIE IS AVAILABLE ON DVD AND Blu-ray.

GENTLEMEN, START YOUR CAMERAS. THE OSCAR RACE IS ON!
THE TRUMAN SHOW IS A GREAT MOVIE.

STARRING : MEL GIBSON, DANNY GLOVER, JOE PESCI, RENE RUSSO, RANK ROOK
DIRECTED BY: GUEST LEE
WRITTEN BY: MEL GIBSON, ROBERT ZEMECKIS
CINEMATOGRAPHY: RICHARD ALAN BROWN
EDITOR: ERIK INGEGNE
PRODUCERS: ROBERT ZEMECKIS, GUEST LEE, MICK TOLWKO
THE TRUMAN SHOW IS A GREAT MOVIE IS AN ACTION ADVENTURE FILM THAT CENTERS AROUND A REFORMED CRIMINAL WHO BECOMES A POLICE OFFICER IN THE NUCLEAR SCHOOL OF HONOR. THE MOVIE IS PACKED WITH ACTION, THRILLS, AND A FANTASTIC CAST OF CHARACTERS. LETHAL WEAPON IS A MUST-SEE FOR ALL AGE GROUPS. THE MOVIE IS AVAILABLE ON DVD AND Blu-ray.
60 Pounds of Fat and $3 Million
I regard myself as the salmon queen of San Diego.

The first time I visited Avenue Room Restau- rant at the La Jolla Shores Inn, I found the restaurant "beautiful and elegantly decorated," with a "warm and inviting" atmosphere. The menu featured "fresh and flavorful" dishes, and the service was "excellent.

REVIEW
ELLEN LODER

The Restaurant
Avenue Room Restaurant
3255 Centennial Parkway
La Jolla, CA 92037
(858) 459-1213

The Cuisine
The cuisine at Avenue Room Restaurant is a fusion of Asian and Western flavors. The dishes are beautifully presented, and the ingredients are of the highest quality. The menu includes sushi, sashimi, tempura, and a variety of entrées, including sea bass with ginger and lemongrass, and grilled salmon with wasabi and rice.

The Ambience
The restaurant is located in a beautiful setting with a view of the Pacific Ocean. The decor is elegant and inviting, with soft lighting and a soothing blue color palette. The service is attentive and friendly, and the staff is knowledgeable about the menu.

The Prices
The prices are reasonable for the quality of the food and service. There are a variety of appetizers, entrées, and desserts to choose from, ranging from $8 to $32.

The Bottom Line
Avenue Room Restaurant is a great choice for a special occasion or a romantic dinner. The food is delicious, the service is excellent, and the view is stunning. A must-try for anyone visiting La Jolla or San Diego.

Fresh Fresh Fresh!
Dangerous moment. You know Carla, pre-coffee.

What's the most famous street in La Jolla, you ask? "El Jaleo." It's a building surrounded by palm trees and a white fence. Inside, you'll find the famous "El Jaleo" restaurant.

We entered the restaurant, took our seats, and ordered our drinks. The wait staff was friendly and attentive, and the service was prompt.

The Menu
The menu features a variety of Mexican dishes, including tacos, burritos, and enchiladas. We ordered the "Tacos Al Pastor" and the "Enchiladas Verdes." The food was delicious, and the flavors were authentic.

The Ambience
The restaurant is located in a beautiful setting with a view of the Pacific Ocean. The decor is elegant and inviting, with soft lighting and a soothing blue color palette. The service is attentive and friendly, and the staff is knowledgeable about the menu.

The Prices
The prices are reasonable for the quality of the food and service. The "Tacos Al Pastor" are priced at $10, and the "Enchiladas Verdes" are priced at $12.

The Bottom Line
El Jaleo is a great choice for a special occasion or a romantic dinner. The food is delicious, the service is excellent, and the view is stunning. A must-try for anyone visiting La Jolla or San Diego.

The Photos
(Available Upon Request)

The Restaurant
El Jaleo
3255 Centennial Parkway
La Jolla, CA 92037
(858) 459-1213

The Cuisine
The cuisine at El Jaleo is a fusion of Mexican and Californian flavors. The dishes are beautifully presented, and the ingredients are of the highest quality. The menu includes tacos, burritos, and enchiladas, as well as a variety of appetizers and desserts.

The Ambience
The restaurant is located in a beautiful setting with a view of the Pacific Ocean. The decor is elegant and inviting, with soft lighting and a soothing blue color palette. The service is attentive and friendly, and the staff is knowledgeable about the menu.

The Prices
The prices are reasonable for the quality of the food and service. The "Tacos Al Pastor" are priced at $10, and the "Enchiladas Verdes" are priced at $12.

The Bottom Line
El Jaleo is a great choice for a special occasion or a romantic dinner. The food is delicious, the service is excellent, and the view is stunning. A must-try for anyone visiting La Jolla or San Diego.

Where the Natives Go!

When You're Thirsty!

FREE Messy Sundae for Two
with the purchase of two express

The photos and information are available upon request. Please contact the restaurant directly for more details.

MARRIAGE
$10 off AUTHENTIC MEXICAN CUISINE

LARGE LASAGNE PIZZA FOR TWO
$9.99

Santillanos

ROMA MIA

DON JULIO TEQUILA OFFER

ROMA MIA

OLD BAYBEELOoster or NY STEAK

ROMA MIA

FREE APPETIZER

Dinner for Two

FREE Off Buffet

Oriental Delight

THAI KITCHEN

Free Appetizer

Shang-Hai

PACIFIC COAST CHINESE CUISINE

1760 Pacific Boulevard
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 233-1334

The Menu
The menu features a variety of Chinese dishes, including dumplings, dumpling soup, and Chinese entrées. The dishes are beautifully presented, and the ingredients are of the highest quality. The menu includes dumplings, dumpling soup, and Chinese entrées, as well as a variety of appetizers and desserts.

The Ambience
The restaurant is located in a beautiful setting with a view of the Pacific Ocean. The decor is elegant and inviting, with soft lighting and a soothing blue color palette. The service is attentive and friendly, and the staff is knowledgeable about the menu.

The Prices
The prices are reasonable for the quality of the food and service. The "Dumplings" are priced at $5, and the "Dumpling Soup" is priced at $7.

The Bottom Line
Romac is a great choice for a special occasion or a romantic dinner. The food is delicious, the service is excellent, and the view is stunning. A must-try for anyone visiting La Jolla or San Diego.

The Photos
(Available Upon Request)

The Restaurant
Romac
3255 Centennial Parkway
La Jolla, CA 92037
(858) 459-1213

The Cuisine
The cuisine at Romac is a fusion of Chinese and Californian flavors. The dishes are beautifully presented, and the ingredients are of the highest quality. The menu includes dumplings, dumpling soup, and Chinese entrées, as well as a variety of appetizers and desserts.

The Ambience
The restaurant is located in a beautiful setting with a view of the Pacific Ocean. The decor is elegant and inviting, with soft lighting and a soothing blue color palette. The service is attentive and friendly, and the staff is knowledgeable about the menu.

The Prices
The prices are reasonable for the quality of the food and service. The "Dumplings" are priced at $5, and the "Dumpling Soup" is priced at $7.

The Bottom Line
Romac is a great choice for a special occasion or a romantic dinner. The food is delicious, the service is excellent, and the view is stunning. A must-try for anyone visiting La Jolla or San Diego.
FREE Ocean view with upstais dining
limited seating available:

**Steaks**

All our steaks are USDA Prime. Many other choices on our fresh menu.

**Lunch**
11 am - 2 pm • Friday - Saturday - Sunday

**Cocktails/Appetizers**
Tuesday - Thursday 5 pm - 7 pm • Happy Hour 4 - 7 pm

**Dinner**
6 pm - 10 pm • Full bar available • Well, draft, wine 5 - 7 pm

**Tues. - Turtle Club**
6 - 10 pm

**Thurs. - Martini Club**
7 - 10 pm (Dinner $5.00)

**Live Blues/Jazz**
8 - 10 pm

Fri. - Sat. - Sun. • **Dinner & Beverage**
5:30 - 11:00

You've seen my face, come see my place.
5786 La Jolla Blvd. • At Bird Rock • 459-7311
PICTURE STORY

by the San Diego Historical Society

Celebrating the Escondido grape harvest.

Since 1925, Frank Curran, whose tenure as a San Diego lawyer ran from 1963 to 1971, offered the following tribute to his 1960 oral history, which he died in 1962.

"The two cities in North County in those days 1920s were the rather liberal little town of Oceanside, to which the Curran family moved in 1919 where the bootleggers and everybody else hung out, and the real strict town, where the KKK and the rest of them hung out, in Escondido. There was constant conflict between the two cities, in a sense, except on holidays. On the Fourth of July all Escondido came over to Oceanside. On Easter Day of September 7th, which was [California] Admission Day, Oceanside went to Escondido. So, at least, there was an exchange of holidays between the two cities."

From San Diego Historical Society, "Photo Album Collection"
$6 CLASSIFIEDS!

20% OFF FRONT PAGE FOR FLOW, FREE, PARTIES, EVERY WEDNESDAY, 5:30p-10:30p